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Abstract

This paper considers Java as an implementation language for a starting part of a computer algebra library. It describes a design of
basic arithmetic and multivariate polynomial interfaces and classes which are then employed in advanced parallel and distributed
Groebner base algorithms and applications. The library is type-safe due to its design with Java’s generic type parameters and
thread-safe using Java’s concurrent programming facilities. We report on the performance of the polynomial arithmetic and on
applications built upon the core library.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We describe an object oriented design of a Java Computer Algebra System (called JAS in the following) as type-
safe and thread-safe approach to computer algebra. JAS provides a well-designed software library using generic types
for algebraic computations implemented in the Java programming language. The library can be used as any other Java
software package or it can be used interactively or interpreted through an Jython (Java Python) front end. The focus
of JAS is at the moment on commutative and solvable polynomials, Groebner bases and applications. By the use of
Java as implementation language, JAS is 64-bit and multi-core cpu ready. JAS is being developed since 2000 (see the
weblog in [24]) and was partly described in [22].

Recall from mathematics that a multivariate polynomial p is an element of a polynomial ring R in n variables over
some coefficient ring C , i.e. in formal notation p ∈ R = C[x1, . . . , xn]. e.g.

p = 3x2
1 x4

3 + 7x5
2 − 61 ∈ Z[x1, x2, x3]

is a polynomial in 3 variables over the integers. Note, that the definition is recursive since C can be another polynomial
ring. More formally a polynomial is a mapping from a monoid T to a ring C , p = T −→ C where only finitely many
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elements of T are mapped to non-zero elements of C . In case R = C[x1, . . . , xn], the monoid T is generated by
terms, i.e. (commutative) products of the variables xi , i = 1, . . . , n. In our example the map is p =

x2
1 x4

3 7→ 3,

x5
2 7→ 7,

x0
1 x0

2 x0
3 7→ −61,

else xe1
1 xe2

2 xe3
3 7→ 0.

This view is used to implement a polynomial using a Map from the Java collection framework. A computer
representation of an element of T is used as the key and the value is a representation of a (non-zero) element of
C , i.e. keys being mapped to zero are not stored in the Map. We actually use a SortedMap (with the TreeMap
implementation) since some properties of multivariate polynomial rings depend on a certain ordering <T on the
monoid T . The ordering <T determines e.g. which monoid in the polynomial is the highest, just as the usual degree
does for univariate polynomials. Addition of polynomials is defined by adding coefficients of equal terms. A similar
definition holds for the multiplication of polynomials. The zero polynomial is the empty map and the one polynomial
is the map x0

1 x0
2 . . . x0

n 7→ 1, where 1 denotes the representation of the one of C . We also consider the so called solvable
polynomials, which are multivariate polynomials with commutative addition and a non-commutative multiplication ∗

with respect to the relations

x j ∗ xi = ci j xi x j + pi j ,

for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, 0 6= ci j ∈ C, xi x j >T pi j ∈ R. The (mathematical) class of solvable polynomial rings
naturally contains the class of polynomial rings. So a polynomial is always a solvable polynomial with respect to
commuting relations. One may then think that a polynomial class (in computer science sense) should extend to a
solvable polynomial class, but we do it the other way round.

Based on this sketch of polynomial mathematics, the paper describes the basic arithmetic and multivariate
polynomial part of a bigger library, which consists of the following additional packages:

– The package edu.jas.ring contains classes for polynomial and solvable polynomial reduction, Groebner bases
and ideal arithmetic as well as thread parallel and distributed versions of Buchbergers algorithm like Reduction-
Seq, GroebnerBaseAbstract, GroebnerBaseSeq, GroebnerBaseParallel and GroebnerBaseDistribut-
ed.

– The package edu.jas.module contains classes for module Groebner bases, syzygies for polynomials and solvable
polynomials like ModGroebnerBase or SolvableSyzygy.

– Finally the package edu.jas.application contains classes with applications of Groebner bases such as ideal
intersections and ideal quotients implemented in Ideal or SolvableIdeal.

1.1. Using the library

To give first an idea about the usage of the library, we show some computations with the polynomial 3x2
1 x4

3 +7x5
2 −

61 from the introduction. To enter this polynomial into a Java algebra object, there is a method parse() from a ring
factory.

ring.parse( "3 x1^2 x3^4 + 7 x2^5 - 61" );

The string argument can be the TEX-representation of the polynomial, except that no subscripts may appear. The
return value of parse() is a polynomial of type GenPolynomial<BigInteger>. The type of the return value is
determined by the type of the ring factory ring. The factory object needs itself at least a factory for the creation of
coefficients and the number of variables. Additionally the term order and names for the variables can be specified.
With this information the polynomial ring factory can be created by new GenPolynomialRing <BigInteger>
(z,3,to,v), where z is the coefficient factory, 3 is the number of variables, to is the term order object and v is a
String array of names. The complete construction proceeds as follows:
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BigInteger z = new BigInteger();
TermOrder to = new TermOrder();
String[] v = new String[] {"x1","x2","x3"};
GenPolynomialRing<BigInteger> ring = new

GenPolynomialRing<BigInteger>(z,3,to,v);
GenPolynomial<BigInteger> pol
= ring.parse( "3 x1^2 x3^4 + 7 x2^5 - 61" );

The string representation of the polynomial object can be created, as expected, by toString(), or by using names
for the variables with toString(v). e.g.

pol.toString( v );

produces "3 x1^2 * x3^4 + 7 x2^5 - 61", with an additional "*" in between the variables. The polynomials
p − p and p × p can be computed by the methods subtract() and multiply() respectively. If a polynomial is
equal to 0, it can be tested by the method isZERO(), and the equality can be determined with the method equals().
To add 1 to the polynomial, i.e. to compute p + 1, there is a factory method getONE() to obtain 1 represented in the
polynomial ring, and the method sum(). e.g.

p1 = pol.subtract(pol);
p2 = pol.multiply(pol);
if ( p1.isZERO() ) { ... }
if ( p1.equals(p2) ) { ... }
p3 = pol.sum( ring.getONE() );

The string representation of p1 is 0, and of p2 it is

9 x1^4 * x3^8 + 42 x1^2 * x2^5 * x3^4
+ 49 x2^10 - 366 x1^2 * x3^4 - 854 x2^5
+ 3721.

The line breaks are inserted by us. p1.isZERO() returns true, and p1.equals(p2) returns false.
To use other coefficient rings, one simply changes the generic type parameter, e.g. from BigInteger to

BigComplex and adjusts the coefficient factory. The factory would then be created as c = new BigComplex(),
followed by new GenPolynomialRing <BigComplex> (c,3,to,v). This small example shows that this library
can easily be used, just as any other Java package or library.

1.2. Related work

An overview of computer algebra systems and also on design issues can be found in the ‘Computer Algebra
Handbook’ [18]. The first paper on computer algebra and object oriented programming dates back to 1986, where a
SmallTalk implementation was presented, see [1]. For the scope of this paper the following work was most influential:
Axiom [21] and Aldor [41] with their comprehensive type library and category and domain concepts. Sum-It [8] is
a type-safe library based on Axiom and Weyl [43] that presents a concept of an object oriented computer algebra
library in Common Lisp. Type systems for computer algebra are proposed by Santas [34] and existing type systems
are analyzed by Poll and Thomson [33]. Other library implementations of computer algebra are available, e.g., LiDIA
[9] and Singular [19] in C++, MAS [25] in Modula-2 (based on ALDES/SAC-2 [11]) and an unnamed system [20]
in Oberon. Parallel computer algebra libraries, e.g. based on SAC-2 [11] implementations have been presented in
PARSAC-2 [27] and PACLIB [35].

Java for symbolic computation is discussed in [6] with the conclusion: it fulfills most of the conceptional
requirements defined by the authors, but is not suitable because of performance issues (Java up to JDK 1.2 studied). In
[4] a package for symbolic integration in Java is presented. A type-unsafe algebraic system with Axiom like coercion
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facilities is presented in [12]. Performance issues of generic programming in C++, C#, Java and Aldor are discussed in
[15]. A computer algebra library with maximal use of patterns (object creational patterns, storage abstraction patterns
and coercion patterns) are presented by Niculescu [30,31]. A Java API for univariate polynomials employing a facade
pattern to encapsulate different implementations is discussed in [42]. An interesting project is the Orbital library
[32], which provides algorithms from (mathematical) logic, polynomial arithmetic with Groebner bases and genetic
optimization.

More related work, together with an evaluation of the design, is discussed in Section 7. Due to limited space we
have not discussed the related mathematical work on solvable polynomials and Groebner base algorithms, see e.g. [5,
13] for some introduction. This paper is an expanded and revised version of [23] presented at PPPJ 2006.

1.3. Outline

In Section 2 we present a top-down overall view of the design of the central interfaces and classes. We show how
part of the Axiom/Aldor basic type hierarchy can be realized. We discuss the usage of creational patterns, such as
factory, abstract factory, and prototype in the construction of the library. We currently do not have an explicit storage
abstraction and a conversion abstraction to coerce elements from one type to another. However the generic polynomial
class GenPolynomial applies the facade pattern to hide the user from its complex internal workings. In Section 3 we
take a closer look at the functionality, i.e. the methods and attributes of the presented main classes. Section 4 treats
some aspects of the implementation and Section 5 discusses a performance benchmark for the polynomial arithmetic.
In Section 6 we present applications of the library in sequential and parallel Groebner base algorithms. An evaluation
of key issues of the library is contained in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 draws some conclusions and shows missing
parts of the library.

2. Design

One of the most important issues we have to decide is how to implement algebraic structures and elements of these
algebraic structures. Alternatives are

(i) elements are implemented as (Java or C++) objects with data structure and methods or
(ii) elements are simple C++ like structs or records and algebraic structure functionality is implemented as (static)

methods of module like classes.

The second alternative is more natural to mathematicians, as they perceive algebraic structures as sets (of elements)
and maps between such sets. In this view an algebraic structure is a collection of maps (or functions) and a natural
implementation is as in FORTRAN as bunches of functions with elements (integers and floats) directly implemented
by hardware types. However scientific function libraries implemented in this style are difficult to use because of the
endless parameter lists and the endless repetitions of functions doing the same for other parameter types. The first
alternative is the approach of computer scientists and it leads to better data encapsulation, context encapsulation and
more modularized and maintainable code. Since the algebraic elements we are interested in have sufficient internal
structure (arbitrary precision integers and multivariate polynomials), we opt for encapsulation with its various software
engineering advantages and so choose the first alternative. This reasoning also suggests using languages which support
object-oriented programming, such as Java, to implement the library, since otherwise we could have used FORTRAN
or C.

2.1. Type structure

It is not difficult to use Java generic types (types as parameters) to specify the interfaces for the commonly used
algebraic types. The interfaces define a type parameter C that is required to extend the respective interface. The
central interface is RingElem (see Figs. 1 and 3) that extends AbelianGroupElem with the additive methods and
MonoidElem with the multiplicative methods. Both extend Element with methods needed by all types. RingElem is
itself extended by GcdRingElem with greatest common divisor methods and StarRingElem with methods related to
(complex) conjugation. This exemplifies the suitability of Java to implement Axiom/Aldor like type systems, although
we do not present such a comprehensive type hierarchy as the creators of Axiom do.
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Fig. 1. Overview of some algebraic types.

2.2. Ring element creation

Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 3) gives an overview of the central classes. The interface RingElem defines a recursive
type which defines the functionality (see next section) of the polynomial coefficients and is also implemented by
the polynomials itself. So polynomials can be taken as coefficients for other polynomials, thus defining a recursive
polynomial ring structure.

Since it was difficult to construct constant ring elements (e.g. zero and one) with our previous designs, we seperate
the creational aspects of ring elements into ring factories with sufficient context information. The minimal factory
functionality is defined by the interface RingFactory. Constructors for polynomial rings will then require factories
for the coefficients so that the construction of polynomials over these coefficient rings poses no problem. The ring
factories are additionally required because of the Java generic type design. i.e. if C is a generic type name, it is not
possible to construct a new object with new C(). Even if it would be possible to use new C() to instantiate a new
object, one cannot specify constructor signatures in Java interfaces to construct a one or zero constant ring element.
Recursion is again achieved by using polynomial factories as coefficient factories in recursive polynomial rings.
Constructors for polynomials will always require a polynomial factory parameter which knows all the details about
the polynomial ring under consideration.

2.3. Coefficients and polynomials

Basic coefficient classes, such as BigRational or BigInteger, implement both the RingElem and Ring-
Factory interfaces. This is convenient, since these classes do not need further context information in the factory.
In the implementation of the interfaces the type parameter C extends RingElem<C> is simultaneously bound to
the respective class, e.g. BigRational. Coefficient objects can in most cases be created directly via the respective
class constructors, but also via the factory methods. e.g. the object representing the number 2 can be created by new
BigRational(2) or in two steps by fac = new BigRational() followed by fac.fromInteger(2); and the
object representing the rational number 1/2 can be created by new BigRational(1,2) or by fac.parse("1/2").

Generic polynomials are implemented in class GenPolynomial, which has a type parameter C that extends Ring-
Elem<C> for the coefficient type (see Figs. 2 and 3). All operations on coefficients required in polynomial arithmetic
and manipulation are guaranteed to exist by the RingElem interface. The constructors of the polynomials always
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Fig. 2. Overview of polynomial types.
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Fig. 3. Overview of class functionality.

require a matching polynomial factory. The generic polynomial factory is implemented in the class GenPoly-
nomialRing, again with type parameter C extends RingElem<C> (not RingFactory). The polynomial factory
implements the interface RingFactory<C extends RingElem<C>> so that it can also be used as coefficient factory.
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The constructors for GenPolynomialRing require at least parameters for a coefficient factory and the number of
variables of the polynomial ring.

Having generic polynomial and elementary coefficient implementations one can attempt to construct polynomial
objects. The type is first created by binding the type parameter C to the desired coefficient type, e.g. BigRational.
We get the type GenPolynomial<BigRational>. Polynomial objects are then created via the respective polynomial
factory of type GenPolynomialRing<BigRational>, which is created by binding the generic coefficient type of the
generic polynomial factory to the desired coefficient type, e.g. BigRational. A polynomial factory object is created
from a coefficient factory object and the number of variables in the polynomial ring as usual with the new operator
via one of its constructors. Given an object coFac of type BigRational, e.g. created with new BigRational(), a
polynomial factory object pf of the above described type could be created by new

GenPolynomialRing<BigRational>(coFac,5).

i.e. we specify a polynomial ring with 5 variables over the rational numbers. A polynomial object p of the above
described type can then be created by any method defined in RingFactory, e.g. by pf.fromInteger(1), pf.get-
ONE(), pf.random(3) or pf.parse("1"). See also the example in Section 1.1.

Note, that the introduction of the number of variables partially breaks type safety. e.g. polynomials in, say 3, and
others in 5 variables have the same Java generic type, but are incompatible at run-time. See Section 7.3 for a discussion
of this problem.

Since GenPolynomial itself implements the RingElem interface, it can also be used recursively as coefficients.
We continue the polynomial example and are going to use polynomials over the rational numbers as coefficients of a
new polynomial. The type is then

GenPolynomial<GenPolynomial<BigRational>>

and the polynomial factory has type

GenPolynomialRing<GenPolynomial<BigRational> >.

By using the polynomial coefficient factory pf from above, a recursive polynomial factory rfac could be created by
new

GenPolynomialRing<GenPolynomial<BigRational> >(pf,3)

The creation of a recursive polynomial object r of the above described type is quite simple, such as by rfac.get-
ONE(), rfac.fromInteger(1) or rfac.random(3).

2.4. Solvable polynomials

The generic polynomials are intended as super classes for further types of polynomial rings. We use solvable
polynomials as an example. The solvable polynomials are similar to normal polynomials but are equipped with a
new non-commutative multiplication. From mathematics one would expect that a polynomial class would extend a
solvable polynomial class, but we do it in the other way, since the non-commutative multiplication is more complicated
and needs more information than the commutative multiplication method. The implementing class GenSolvable-
Polynomial extends GenPolynomial (see Fig. 2 and 3) and inherits all methods except clone() and multiply().
The class too, has a type parameter C which extends RingElem<C> for the coefficient type. Note, that the inherited
methods are in fact creating solvable polynomials since they employ the solvable polynomial factory for the creation
of any new polynomials internally. Only the formal method return type is that of GenPolynomial and the run-time
type is GenSolvablePolynomial to which it can be casted as required. The factory for solvable polynomials is
implemented by the class GenSolvablePolynomialRing which also extends the generic polynomial factory. This
factory can be used in the constructors of GenPolynomial to produce solvable polynomials internally. The data
structure is enhanced by a table of non-commutative relations, called RelationTable, which specifies the new
multiplication. The constructors delegate most things to the corresponding super class constructors, and they have
a parameter for the RelationTable to be used. In addition, the methods delegate the work to the respective super
class methods where possible, and then, handle the non-commutative multiplication relations separately.
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The construction of solvable polynomial objects follows directly that of polynomial objects. The type is created by
binding the type parameter C to the desired coefficient type, e.g. BigRational. Then, we have the type GenSolv-
ablePolynomial<BigRational>. Solvable polynomial objects are created via the respective solvable polynomial
factory of type

GenSolvablePolynomialRing<BigRational>,

which is created by binding the generic coefficient type of the generic polynomial factory to the desired coefficient
type, e.g. BigRational. A solvable polynomial factory object is created as usual from a coefficient factory object,
the number of variables in the polynomial ring and a table containing the defining non-commutative relations with
the new operator via one of its constructors. Given an object coFac of type BigRational as previously stated, a
polynomial factory object spfac of the above described type could be created by new

GenSolvablePolynomialRing<BigRational>(coFac,5).

This defines a solvable polynomial ring with 5 variables over the rational numbers with no commutator relations. A
solvable polynomial object of the above described type can then be created by any method defined in RingFactory,
e.g. spfac.getONE(), spfac.fromInteger(1), spfac.parse( "1" ) or spfac.random(3). Some care is
needed to create RelationTable objects since its constructor requires the solvable polynomial ring which is under
construction as a parameter (see Section 3.3).

3. Functionality of main classes

In this section we present the methods defined by the interface and classes from the preceding sections. An overview
is given in Fig. 3.

3.1. Ring elements

The RingElem interface (with type parameter C) defines the commonly used methods required for ring
arithmetic such as C sum(C S), C subtract(C S), C negate(), C abs(), C multiply(C s), C divide(C s),
C remainder(C s), C inverse(). Although the actual ring may not have inverses for every element, or the ring
may not have a suitable division algorithm we have included these methods in the definition. In a case where there
is no such function, the implementation may deliberately throw a RuntimeException or choose other meaningful
elements to return. See Section 7.4 for a discussion of this problem. The method isUnit() can be used to check if an
element is invertible.

In addition to the arithmetic methods there are testing methods such as boolean isZERO(), isONE(), isUnit()
and int signum(). The first three test if the element is 0, 1 or a unit in the respective ring. The signum() method
determines the sign of the element (in case of an ordered ring). It is also used in toString() to decide which sign to
‘print’. The methods equals(Object b), int hashCode() and int compareTo(C b) are required to keep Java’s
object machinery working in our sense. They are used when an element is put into a Java collection class, e.g. Set,
Map or SortedMap. The last method C clone() can be used to obtain a copy of the actual element. It would be better
to use the method C copy(C a) from the ring factory as creational method, but in Java, it is more convenient to use
the clone() method.

As mentioned before, the creational aspects of rings are handled by a ring factory. A ring factory is intended
to store all context information known or required for a specific ring. Since every ring element should also know
its ring factory, all constructors of ring element implementations require a parameter for the corresponding ring
factory. Unfortunately, constructors and their signatures cannot be specified in a Java interface. The RingFactory
interface also has a generic type parameter C which is constrained to a type with the ring element functionality (see
Fig. 3). The defined methods are C getZERO(), C getONE(), which create 0 and 1 of the ring, respectively. The
creation of the 1 is most difficult, since for a polynomial it implies that the creation of the 1 from the coefficient
ring, i.e. we need a factory for coefficients at this point. There are methods to embed a natural number into the
ring and create the corresponding ring element C fromInteger(long a) and C fromInteger(java. math.-
BigInteger a). Others related methods are C random (int n), C copy(C c), C parse (String s), and C
parse (Reader r). The copy() method was intended to be the main means to obtain a copy of a ring element.
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However, Java programmers will prefer the clone() method for this purpose. The random(int n) method creates a
random element of the respective ring. The parameter n specifies an appropriate maximal size for the created element.
In the case of coefficients it usually means the maximal bit-length of the element, in case of polynomials it influences
the coefficient size and the degrees. For polynomials there are random() methods with more parameters. The two
methods parse(String s) and parse(Reader r) create ring elements from some external representations. For
coefficients this is implemented in the respective factory class but for polynomials the parsing is delegated to the class
GenPolynomialTokenizer. In the current implementation, the external representation of coefficients may never
contain white space and must always start with a digit. In the future the ring factory will be enhanced by methods that
test if the ring is commutative and/or associative, or has some other important property or the value of a property, e.g.
whether it is an Euclidian ring, is a field, an integral domain, a unique factorization domain, its characteristic or if it is
Noetherian.

3.2. Polynomials

Recall, that the GenPolynomialRing class has a generic type parameter C (see Fig. 3). The class implements a
RingFactory over GenPolynomial<C> so that it can be used as coefficient factory of a different polynomial ring.
The constructors require at least a factory for the coefficients as first parameter of type RingFactory<C> and the
number of variables in the second parameter. The third parameter is optional and it specifies a TermOrder and the
fourth parameter specifies the names for the variables of the polynomial ring. Via TermOrder objects the required
comparators for the SortedMap are produced. Besides the methods required by the RingFactory interface there are
additional random() methods which provide more control over the creation of random polynomials. These random()
methods have the following parameters:

– the bit-size of random coefficients to be used in the random() method of the coefficient factory,
– the number of terms (i.e. the length of the polynomial),
– the maximal degree in each variable and
– the density of non-zero exponents, i.e. the ratio of non-zero to zero exponents.

The method toString() creates a string representation of the polynomial ring that consists of the coefficient factory
string representation, the tuple of variable names and the string representation of the term order. The methods
extend() and contract() create ‘bigger’ and ‘smaller’ polynomial rings respectively. Each method takes a
parameter of how many variables are to be added or removed from the actual polynomial ring. extend() will setup
an elimination term order consisting of two times the actual term order whenever possible.

The class GenPolynomial has a generic type parameter C as explained above (see Fig. 3). Furthermore the class
implements a RingElem over itself RingElem<GenPolynomial<C>> so that it can be used for the coefficients of
another polynomial ring. The functionality of the ring element methods has already been explained in the previous
subsection. There are two public and one protected constructors, and each requires at least a ring factory parameter
GenPolynomialRing<C> r. One of the public constructors creates a zero polynomial GenPolynomial(r), and the
other creates a polynomial of one monomial with given coefficient and exponent tuple GenPolynomial(r, C c,
ExpVector e). The protected constructor is for internal use only and it creates a polynomial from the internal sorted
map of another polynomial GenPolynomial(r, SortedMap< ExpVector, C > v). There is no heavy weight
constructor accepting a Map< ExpVector, C > parameter and resorting the map according to this rings term order.
There are methods to access parts of the polynomial like leading term, leading coefficient (still called leading base
coefficient from some old tradition) and leading monomial. The method toString() creates a string representation
of the polynomials consisting of exponent tuples and coefficients. One of its variants takes an array of variable names
and creates a string consisting of coefficients and products of powers of variables. See the example in Section 1.1.
The method extend() is used to embed the polynomial into the ‘bigger’ polynomial ring specified in the first
parameter. The embedded polynomial can also be multiplied by a power of a variable. The contract() method
returns a Map of exponents and coefficients. The coefficients are polynomials belonging to the ‘smaller’ polynomial
ring specified in the first parameter. If the polynomial actually belongs to the smaller polynomial ring the map will
contain only one pair, mapping the zero exponent vector to the polynomial with variables removed. A last group of
methods computes (extended) greatest common divisors for univariate polynomials over a field. Implementations for
multivariate polynomials over Euclidean coefficient domains will later be implemented in a new separate class.
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3.3. Solvable polynomials

The GenSolvablePolynomial class has a generic type parameter C as explained above. The class extends the
GenPolynomial class (see Fig. 3). It inherits all additive functionality and overwrites the multiplicative functionality
with a new non-commutative multiplication method.

Unfortunately it cannot implement the RingElem over itself

RingElem<GenSolvablePolynomial<C>>.

It can only inherit the implementation of

RingElem<GenPolynomial<C>>

from its super class. By this limitation a solvable polynomial still can be used as coefficient in another polynomial,
but only with the type of its super class. The limitation comes from the erasure of template parameters in
RingElem<...> to RingElem for the code generated. i.e. from the code class S<.> extends P<.> implements
RingElem<S> the compiler derives class S<.> implements RingElem<P>, RingElem<S> and generates class
S implements RingElem, RingElem, which is an error since it is not allowed to implement the same interface
twice. See Section 7.1 for a proposal for a solution.

In the class there are two public and one protected constructors as in the super class. Each requires at
least a ring factory parameter GenSolvablePolynomialRing<C> r which is stored in a variable of type
GenPolynomialRing<C> shadowing the variable with the same name of the super factory type. Via this mechanism
also the super class methods will create solvable polynomials. The rest of the initialization work is delegated to the
super class constructor.

The GenSolvablePolynomialRing class also has a generic type parameter C. It extends GenPolynomial-
Ring and overwrites most of the methods to implement the handling of the RelationTable. However, it cannot
implement a RingFactory over GenSolvablePolynomial<C> but only a RingFactory over GenPolynomial<C>
by inheritance due to the same reason of type erasure as above. But it can be used as coefficient factory with the type
of its super class for a different polynomial ring. One part of the constructors just restate the super class constructors
with the actual solvable type. A solvable polynomial ring however must know how to perform the non-commutative
multiplication. To this end a data structure with the respective commutator relations is required. It is implemented in
the RelationTable class. The other part of the constructors additionally takes a parameter of type RelationTable
to set the initial commutator relation table. Some care is needed to create relation tables and solvable polynomial
factories since the relation table requires a solvable polynomial factory as parameter in the constructor. So it is most
advisable to create a solvable polynomial factory object with empty relation table and to fill it with commutator
relations after the constructor is completed but before the factory will be used. In the above example where spfac is
a factory for solvable polynomials the relations for a Weyl algebra could be generated as follows

WeylRelations<BigRational> wl = new WeylRelations<BigRational>(spfac); wl.generate();

Note, the class RelationTable and the factory for solvable polynomials are not immutable and need synchronization
in a parallel context, since e.g. generate() modifies the relations of spfac. There is also a new method
isAssociative() which tries to check if the commutator relations indeed define an associative algebra. This method
will be extracted to the RingFactory interface together with a method isCommutative(), since both are of general
importance and not always fulfilled in our rings. e.g. BigQuaternion is not commutative and so a polynomial ring
over these coefficients cannot be commutative. The same applies to associativity and the class BigOctonion.

4. Implementation

The current implementation consists of about 100 classes and interfaces plus about 50 JUnit classes with unit tests.
Logging is provided by the Apache Log4j package. Moreover there are some Jython classes for a more convenient
interactive interface.

Basic data types, such as rational numbers, can directly implement both interfaces RingElem and RingFactory
to avoid the separate implementation of factory classes. More complex data types, such as polynomials, implement
the interfaces in two different classes. Constructors for basic data types can be implemented in any appropriate ways.
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Constructors for more complex data types with separate factory classes should always require one parameter to be
of the respective factory type. This is to avoid the creation of elements with no knowledge of is corresponding ring
factory. Constructors that require more preconditions, which are only provided by type (internal) methods, are not
declared public, but are declared protected.

The implementation of basic arithmetic is based on the class java.math.BigInteger. Multiplication
performance was in 2000 approximately 10 to 15 times faster than that of the respective SACI module of MAS
[25] (see e.g. the the weblog in [24]). Since we require our big integers to implement the RingElem interface,
we employ the facade pattern for our BigInteger class. Beside this, at the moment the following classes are
implemented BigRational, ModInteger and as extensions of rational numbers BigComplex, BigQuaternion and
BigOctonion. Using (univariate) generic polynomials we provide an AlgebraicNumber class, which can be used
over BigRational or ModInteger, i.e. it implements algebraic number rings with zero or finite characteristic.

Generic polynomials are implemented as sorted maps from exponent vectors to coefficients. Helper classes are
taken from the Java collections framework, i.e. from the package java.util. For the implementation of the sorted
map the Java class TreeMap is taken. A former alternative implementation using Map, implemented with Linked-
HashMap, has been abandoned due to inferior performance, see e.g. [22]. The monoid of terms consists of exponent
vectors, i.e. the keys of the Map are implemented by the class ExpVector. There is only one implementation of
exponent vectors ExpVector as dense Java array of longs. Other implementations, e.g. sparse representation or
bigger numbers or ints are not considered at the moment. The comparators for SortedMap<ExpVector,C> are
created from a TermOrder class, e.g. by method getDescendComparator(). TermOrder provides Comparators
for most of the term orders used in practice: lexicographical, graded and term orders defined by weight matrices. The
polynomial objects are intended to be immutable. i.e. the object variables are declared final and the map is never
modified once it is created. One could also wrap it with unmodifiableSortedMap() if desired. This design avoids
further synchronization on polynomial methods in parallel algorithms.

As explained above, non-commutative polynomials defined with respect to certain commutator relations are
extended from GenPolynomial and GenPolynomialRing respectively. The commutator relations are stored in
RelationTable objects, which are intended to be internal to the GenSolvablePolynomialRing since they contain
polynomials generated from this factory. The RelationTable is optimized for a fast detection of commutative
multiplication, i.e. relations of the form x j ∗ xi = xi x j for some i < j . The overhead of computing commutative
polynomials with GenSolvablePolynomial objects is approximately 20%. The relation table is eventually modified
in synchronized methods if new relations between powers of variables are computed, e.g. x

e j
j ∗xei

i = ci ′ j ′ x
ei
i x

e j
j + pi ′ j ′

for some i < j . These new relations are then used to speedup future non-commutative multiplications. GenSolv-
ablePolynomial implements the non-commutative multiplication and uses the additive commutative methods from
its super class. As mentioned before, casts are required for the super class methods, e.g.

(GenSolvablePolynomial<C>) p.sum(q).

The respective objects are correctly built using the methods from the solvable ring factory.
The class design allows solvable polynomial objects to be used in all algorithms where GenPolynomials can be

used as parameters as long as no distinction between left and right multiplication is required.

5. Performance

In the above description we have already given some remarks on the performance of this library compared to
older versions. Performance of generic programming is covered in [15]. For the polynomials, performance is mainly
influenced by

(i) the performance of coefficient arithmetic,
(ii) the sorted map implementation and

(iii) the exponent vector arithmetic.

Coefficient arithmetic of polynomials is based on the Java BigInteger class. BigInteger was initially implemented
by a native C library, but since JDK 1.3 it is implemented in pure Java [39]. The new implementation now has better
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options, system JDK 1.5 JDK 1.6 GC
BigComplex, py, G 19.0 16.7 0.19
BigRational, py, G 17.0 14.5 0.15
BigInteger, py, G 16.5 13.5 0.12
BigInteger, py, L 13.0 10.6 0.12
BigInteger, G 16.2 13.5 0.09
BigInteger, L 12.9 10.8 0.09
BigRational, L, s 9.9 9.0 0.07
BigInteger, L, s 9.2 8.4 0.07
BigInteger, L, big e, s 9.2 8.4 0.09
BigInteger, py, L, big c 65.2 58.8 0.34
BigInteger, L, big c 66.0 59.8 0.3
BigInteger, L, big c, s 45.0 45.8 0.3

Computing times in seconds on AMD 1.6 GHz CPU. Options are: coefficient type, py = run from Jython
interpreter, term order: G = graded, L = lexicographic, big c = using the big coefficients, big e = using the
big exponents, s = with server JVM. GC = time spend in garbage collection.

Fig. 4. JAS polynomial multiplication benchmark.

options, system time @2.7GHz
MAS 1.00a, L, GC = 3.9 33.2
Singular 2-0-6, G 2.5
Singular, L 2.2
Singular, G, big c 12.95
Singular, L, big c 12.30
Singular, L, exp 2147 2.2
Singular, L, exp 21474 out of mem
Singular, L, big exp out of mem
Maple 9.5 15.2 9.1
Maple 9.5, big e 19.8 11.8
Maple 9.5, big c 64.0 38.0
Mathematica 5.2 22.8 13.6
Mathematica 5.2, big e 30.9 18.4
Mathematica 5.2, big c 30.6 18.2

Computing times in seconds on AMD 1.6 GHz CPU and Intel 2.7 GHz.
Options are: coefficient type is rational number for MAS, integer for Singular and unknown for Maple an
Mathematica, big c = using the big coefficients, big e = using the big exponents, term order G = graded,
L = lexicographic.

Fig. 5. Polynomial multiplication, other systems.

performance than the C library. Sorted map implementation is from the Java collections package, which uses known
efficient algorithms for this purpose, and it is comparable to other libraries, such as the C++ STL. However, we are
not aware of general performance comparisons of the collection frameworks.

The exponent vector implementation is based on Java arrays of longs. It could be faster by using arrays of ints or
even shorts as most computations seldom require polynomials of degrees to be larger than 216. This would reduce the
memory footprint of a polynomial and so improve cache performance. If Java would allow elementary types as type
parameters, it would be possible to make the ExpVector class generic, e.g. ExpVector<long> or ExpVector<int>.
However, using objects like Long or Integer as exponents, would imply auto-boxing and introduce too much
performance penalties. To make the library useful for a wide range of applications we decided to stay with the
implementation using longs.

There is a simple benchmark for comparing the multiplication of sparse polynomials in [17]. It times the
computation of the product of two polynomials q = p×(p+1), with integer coefficients where p = (1+x + y+z)20,

or with bigger coefficients p = (10000000001(1 + x + y + z))20, or with bigger exponents p = (1 + x2147483647
+

y2147483647
+ z2147483647)20.

We have run this benchmark on a computer with AMD 1.6 GHz, 32bit CPU. The options for the Java VM have
been -Xms300M -Xmx600M -XX: +AggressiveHeap -XX: +UseParallelGC. The results for JAS are shown in
Fig. 4 and for other systems in Fig. 5. For Maple and Mathematica we had to use a 2.7 GHz Intel CPU. These times
are shown in the last column and for comparison we have multiplied them by 2.7/1.6 as shown in the second column.
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Comparing the best numbers on this particular problem with (BigInteger coefficients, lexicographical term order
and server VM), JAS is more than 3 times faster than the old MAS system but also 3.5 times slower than the Singular
system. For this case JAS is 45% faster than Maple, and 65% faster than Mathematica. This shows that JAS (and the
Java VM) matches the performance of general purpose systems.

The reason JAS is faster than MAS is due to the fact that the coefficient arithmetic of BigInteger is much faster
than the the old list processing implementation of large integer arithmetic. That Singular is faster, seems to come from
the compressed exponent format. In JAS the 3 exponents occupy 3 longs, i.e. 24 bytes, whereas Singular encodes
them all into one int, i.e. 4 bytes, or in two ints, i.e. 8 bytes. This is possible, since the degree in each variable
is below 20 × 2 = 40. So for the exponent processing, the memory used and computation time required for JAS
is 3 times higher than for Singular. Since the number of exponent vectors in polynomial p is 1771 and in the result
polynomial it is 12 341, JAS needs 296 184 bytes to store the exponents and Singular needs maximally 98 728 bytes
for the same purpose. With a cache size of 512 KB on the benchmark CPU this is a big advantage.

To demonstrate the exponent implementation of Singular we may choose the polynomial p with bigger exponents,
say Integer.MAX VALUE = 2147 483 647. The computing time for JAS remains unchanged, because all computations
have already been done with longs. Singular, however, gets an out of memory error. This behavior starts with
exponents of size 21 474. The maximum exponent in a polynomial which Singular can handle seems to be 215

− 1 =

32 767 (with no check for overflow, the same flaw as in Java and also JAS). Exponents up to 2147 are handled correctly
with the same computing times as for exponent 1. The out of memory error seems to originate from a type error, since
the polynomial p has a wrong number of terms.

The timings given in [17], on computers with 0.8 GHz to 1.0 GHz Intel CPUs, for different system versions and
compiler options are as follows. For general purpose systems the computing time is between 20 and 100 s, for special
purpose systems and tuned systems between 2.3 and 10 s. Some timings for bigger coefficients are: Singular 28 s,
Pari 77 s, some Lisp versions 145 s. Using a factor of 2 between the speed of our benchmark CPU and the one used in
the article, we see that JAS is among the fastest general purpose systems, and can compete with some special purpose
systems, like Pari.

The other timings in Fig. 4 show the following. The overhead of running the library from within the Jython
interpreter is neglectable. The overhead for the other coefficient types BigRational and BigComplex, is about 5% for
rational over integer numbers, and about 10% for complex over rational numbers. The better timing for lexicographic
term order over graded term order, comes from the above explained size of the exponents. In the graded term order a
sum of the exponents must be computed, which is 4 additions and one comparison more than in the lexicographical
term order. This improves the computing time by nearly 3 s or 20% and supports our conclusions about the time spend
in processing the exponents above. The influence of the Java VM is also considerable. The server VM is approximately
2 s or 16% faster than the client VM due to better JDK optimizations (just-in-time (JIT) compiler, better algorithms
and better Java VM). The VM of Java 6 (denoted as JDK 1.6) is 1–2.5 s or around 15% faster than the VM of JDK 1.5.
The Java VM flags +AggressiveHeap together with -Xms300M are required to let the VM start with enough memory
to avoid too many garbage collections. The default behavior of the VM is to start with minimum memory and only
to increase it when absolutely necessary. This increases the computing time by the time spend in many small garbage
collections but reduces the memory footprint of the application and therefore may lead to better usage of CPU caches.
The JVM option +UseParallelGC is only relevant when measuring multi-threaded applications.

6. Applications

As an application of the generic polynomials we have implemented some more advanced algorithms, such as
polynomial reduction (a kind of multivariate polynomial division algorithm) or Buchberger’s algorithm to compute
Groebner bases (a kind of Gaussian elimination for multivariate polynomials). The algorithms are also implemented
for solvable polynomial rings (with left, right and two-sided variants) and modules over these rings.

6.1. Groebner bases

These algorithms are implemented following standard object oriented patterns (see Fig. 6). There is an interface
GroebnerBase that specifies the desirable functionality such as isGB(), to test if a set of polynomials is already a
Groebner base, GB() to compute a Groebner base, and extGB() to compute a Groebner base and its representation in
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Fig. 6. Groebner base classes.

terms of the input polynomials. There is an abstract class GroebnerBaseAbstr that implements as many methods as
possible. It further defines the desirable constructor parameters, e.g., a Reduction parameter which sets a polynomial
reduction engine with suitable properties. There are concrete classes that extend the abstract class and implement
different algorithmic details. e.g. GroebnerBaseSeq implements a sequential, GroebnerBaseParallel implements
a thread parallel and GroebnerBaseDistributed implements a network distributed version of the core Groebner
base algorithm. In 2003 we compared the Groebner base algorithm to a similar version and implementation of MAS
[25]. For the big Trinks example [7] the Java implementation was 8 times faster.

6.2. Shared memory parallelism

In work [26] we proposed the ideas for the design of parallel and distributed implementation of core algorithms. The
Groebner base computation is done by a variant of the classical Buchberger algorithm. It maintains a data structure,
called pair list, for keeping book of the computations (forming S-polynomials and doing reductions). This data
structure is implemented by CriticalPairList and OrderedPairList. Both have synchronized methods put(),
getNext(), and removeNext(), to update the data structure. In this way the pair list is used as work queue in the
parallel and distributed implementations. Since the polynomials are implemented as immutable classes, no further
synchronization is required for the polynomial arithmetic methods. Only the relation table of solvable polynomial
rings is mutable, and so, must be synchronized.

To see, if our implementation fulfills the performance expectations, we run some standard benchmarks from [7],
called ‘Katsura 7’ and the smaller ‘Katsura 6’. The benchmark examples behave very regular during computation and
are therefore suited for the scalability tests. We have not compared the absolute performance of the Groebner base
computations, to other systems since the implemented algorithms vary greatly and are subject to subtle mathematical
details depending also on the chosen problems. In this implementation we favored a simple, although advanced
algorithm, which can be used in the parallel and distributed versions as well. This topic is subject to ongoing
mathematical research and will eventually be covered in future work.
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Fig. 7. Katsura 7 parallel Groebner base, 16 CPUs.

So the main interest in this benchmark was the scalability of chosen methods when running on systems with
several CPUs. The figures show in the upper diagram the absolute computing time in milliseconds for runs with
several CPUs. The x-axis shows the number of CPUs for the time given on the y-axis. The (unusual) case of 0
CPUs shows the time for the run of the sequential algorithm. The 1 CPU time is for the parallel algorithm on one
CPU. Ideally these two timing should be equal, but really shows the parallelization overhead of the parallel algorithm
on one CPU. There is a second line in the diagram, which shows the ideal scalability, i.e. the computing time on
n CPUs is ideally 1/n of the computing time of the sequential algorithm. In Fig. 7 we see, that the timing of the
parallel algorithm follows the ideal line up to 9 CPUs. Then, for 10–16 CPUs the time is only as good as the time
for 4–6 CPUs. It is open at the moment, if this behavior is mainly determined by bad scalability of our approach, a
scalability problem in the Java VM, e.g. from the parallel garbage collector, or from the processor architecture, e.g.
slow transport of data between the caches of many CPUs. Other experiments indicate the processor architecture is the
problem.

The lower diagrams show the speedup, i.e. ideally n CPUs should improve the speed by a factor of n. The straight
line denotes this ideal speedup. The other line shows the speedup achieved for this algorithm and problem. In this
representation one can more easily and precisely see the deviations for the ideal line. Again, in Fig. 7, we see ideal
speedup for up to 6 CPUs with a slight degradation for up to 9 CPUs, and a clear derivation from the ideal line for
more than 9 CPUs. We see, that the usage of more than 9 CPUs is a wast of computing resources.

In Fig. 7, the benchmark was run on a IBM system with 16 Intel Xeon hyper-threaded CPUs of 2.7 GHz (so it has
32 nominal CPUs), and in Fig. 8, the same benchmark was run on a Sun system with 8 AMD Opteron CPUs at 2.2
GHz. The absolute computing time in the upper diagrams reflect the relative speeds of the CPUs, i.e. 17 000 s for the
Xeons and 11000 s for the Opterons in this problem. In Fig. 8, we see some fluctuation for 6–8 CPUs. The reason for
this could be, that the parallel garbage collector has to compete with the application for the CPUs. Whereas in Fig. 7
there are still spare CPUs for the garbage collector to use. However, the IBM Xeon system is known to have inferior
memory performance for more than 8 CPUs (16 HT CPUs) due to the slow data transport to the second remote main
board. The smaller problem in Fig. 9 shows scalability only up to 4 CPUs. This trivially suggests, that the benchmark
problem must be big enough to make good use of all CPUs in parallel.

In summary, the parallel Groebner base implementations scale well for up to 8 CPUs for the regular problem
‘Katsura 7’, and up to 4 CPUs on the smaller regular problem ‘Katsura 6’.
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Fig. 8. Katsura 7 parallel Groebner base, 8 CPUs.

Fig. 9. Katsura 6 parallel Groebner base, 16 CPUs.

6.3. Distributed parallelism

The distributed implementation makes further use of a distributed list (implemented via a distributed hash table
(DHT)) for the communication of the reduction bases and a distributed thread pool for running the reduction engines
in different computers. Java object serialization is used to encode polynomials for network transport. Polynomials are
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only transferred once to or from a computing node, and critical pairs are only transferred using indexes of polynomials
in the DHT. Unfortunately we do not have meaningful benchmark results for the distributed algorithms at this time.

7. Evaluation

In this section we discuss, without striving for completeness, some key points for our library and differences to
other systems. See also the related work in the introduction.

7.1. Interfaces as types

In [37,3] the authors argue, and give counter examples, that a type system based only on (multiple) inheritance,
is not sufficient to implement mathematical libraries, in particular it is not sufficient to implement computer algebra
libraries. As a solution they advocate interfaces, called signatures in their paper, as we find them now in Java. With
the aid of interfaces it is possible to define a abstract type systems separate of any implementation types defined by
class hierarchies. This approach was partly anticipated in the Axiom system [21] with the so called categories, and
domains. A category is a kind of interface, but with the possibility to give also implementations for certain methods,
like a Java abstract class. A domain in Axiom is similar to a Java class. In [1] the flexibility for the type system was
achieved by a decoupling of classes from the so called views. In defining views, one could however, give arbitrary
mappings for the view (interface) method names to the implementing class method names. Java allows only exact
matching names, or one has to resort to some facade pattern to map names during run-time. As we have seen in the
definition of the type hierarchy leading to RingElem it is perfectly suited to abstract the common characteristics of
coefficients and polynomials to make them exchangeable and interoperable.

In Section 3.3 the problem appeared with the type erasure the compiler does for generic types. Following [3],
a solution of this problem would be to avoid the inheritance of the implemented interfaces, and to specify all
implemented interfaces in extended classes anew. Another solution would be to let the compiler recognize that Gen-
SolvablePolynomial is a subclass of GenPolynomial and to remove the more general interface in favor of the
more specific interface RingElem< GenSolvablePolynomial <C>>.

7.2. Generics and inheritance

The first version of the JAS library was implemented without generic types [22]. One obvious reason was, that
generics where only introduced in the Java language in JDK 1.5. But is was well-known from papers, such as [28],
that generics are not necessarily required, when the programming language has, or allows the construction of, a
well-designed type hierarchy. In our previous implementation we employed an interface Coefficient, which was
implemented by coefficient classes and used in the Polynomial interface. Polynomial also extends Coefficient
and so, polynomials could be used as coefficients of other polynomials. The Coefficient interface has now become
the RingElem interface. However, with such a non-generic approach one eventually looses some type safety, i.e. one
could inadvertently multiply a polynomial with BigInteger coefficients with a polynomial with, say BigRational
coefficients, and the compiler could not determine a problem. To prevent this, we incorporated the name of the
coefficient type in the name of the polynomial type, e.g. RatPolynomial or IntPolynomial. A second reason for
this design was the lack of coefficient factories, which could produce coefficients, say for the constant polynomial 1.
Although the coefficient specific polynomials, e.g. RatPolynomial, have been extended from an abstract polynomial
base class, e.g. MapPolynomial, it lead to much duplication of code. With the current generic type parameter approach
we have removed all duplicate code for polynomial implementations. And the type of the polynomial is clearly visible
from the denotation GenPolynomial <BigInteger> of polynomial variables.

7.3. Dependent types

One problem, namely that we cannot distinguish polynomials in, say 3 variables from polynomials in, say 5
variables from their type, carves a hole in the type safety of our library. i.e. the polynomial factories GenPolynomial-
Ring <BigInteger> (c, 3) and GenPolynomialRing <BigInteger> (c, 5) could produce polynomials with
the same type GenPolynomial <BigInteger>, but will most likely produce a run-time error, when, say, they are
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added together. Of course, the method equals() of the factory will correctly determine, that the rings are not equal,
but the compiler is not able to use this information.

This problem occurs also in the class ModInteger. The type depends on value of the modulus chosen. i.e.
ModInteger(5,1) and ModInteger(7,1) are incompatible, but are denoted by the same type. Although the
implementation of arithmetic methods of ModInteger will always choose the modulus of the first operand and
therefore there will not be a run-time error, but this can lead to wrong results in applications.

The SmallTalk system [1] could use a elegant solution for this problem. Since types are first class objects, they can
be manipulated as any other object in the language. e.g. one could define the following (in Java like syntax)

class Mod7 = ModInteger(7);
Mod7 x = new Mod7(1);

Now Mod7 is a correct type, which could be used to define and create new objects of this type.
A minor problem of the same kind occurs with the term order defined in the polynomial factory. It too, could be

incompatible at run-time and this fact is not expressed in the type. The actual implementation ignores this problem
and arithmetic methods will produce a correct result polynomial, with a term order chosen from one of its input
polynomials. However applications could eventually be confused by this behavior, e.g. Groebner base calculations.

Other computer algebra systems, e.g. [21], treat the polynomial case with some coercion facility. i.e. in most cases
it is clear how to coerce a polynomial in 3 variables to a polynomial in 5 variables by adding variables with exponent
zero or to coerce both to polynomials in 8 variables if variable names are disjoint.

A type correct solution in Java would be, to introduce an new type for every expected variable number, e.g. Var1,
Var2, Var3, and to use this as additional type parameter for polynomials

GenPolynomialRing<BigRational,Var5>.

The types Var. could be implemented by interfaces or more suitably by extension of an abstract base class defining an
abstract method numberOfVariables which could be used to query the number of variables at run-time. However,
such a solution is impractical, since the number of variables of polynomials in applications is often determined at
run-time and not during compile time.

How dependent types can be correctly handled in a programming language by the compiler, is discussed in [33].

7.4. Method semantics

The interface RingElem defines several methods which cannot be implemented semantically correct in all classes.
e.g.

– the method signum() makes no sense in unordered rings, e.g. in the complex numbers,
– the methods divide() and remainder() are not defined, if the divisor is zero or only of limited value for

multivariate polynomials,
– the method inverse() may fail, if the element is not invertible, e.g. for a = new ModInteger(6,3),
a.inverse() fails, since 3 is not invertible in Z6.

More examples for other systems can be found in [16]. We have adopted the policy to allow any meaningful reaction
in these cases. e.g. the method signum() in BigComplex returns 0 if the number is equal to 0 and a non-zero value
otherwise. The case of zero divisors is in Java usually handled by throwing a run-time exception, and so do we. This
is meaningful, since such a case is mostly a programming or input error, which should have been handled by correct
programs.

For inverse(), the situation is slightly different. If the element is zero it is an error and a run-time exception
can be thrown. But in the context of dependent types there are elements, which are not zero, but can nevertheless
not be inverted. As in the above example 3 is not zero, but is not invertible in Z6. Also matrices can be non-zero but
are eventually not invertible. In Axiom [21] such cases are handled by returning a special constant "failed", with
obvious problems arising for the type system. In Java we have the mechanism of checked exceptions. So for inver-
se(), it should be considered to add a throws clause in the definition, to make the user aware of some potential
problem. We will explore this concept in future refactorings of the library.
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In JAS there are many testing methods to determine such cases. e.g. isZERO() or isUnit() to check if an element
is invertible. For isUnit() the computing time can be as high as the computing time for inverse(), which doubles
the computing time at this point. In the factories there are methods to check further conditions. e.g. isField(), to
test if the ring is a field and therefore all non-zero elements are invertible.

There are attempts in [29,36] to formalize the semantic requirements for methods and types, so that the compiler
can check them during compilation. Also Axiom [21] has some capabilities to specify and check method constraints.
In Java we have a rudimentary possibility with the assertions to check constrains at run-time. We have not further
explored this subject in JAS yet.

7.5. Recursive types

We have exercised some care in the definition of our interfaces to assure, that we can define recursive polynomials.
First, the interface RingElem is defined as

RingElem<C extends RingElem<C>>.

So the type parameter C can (and must) itself be of type RingElem. For polynomials we have seen above, that we can
define a polynomial with polynomials as coefficients

GenPolynomial<GenPolynomial<BigRational>>.

In the applications presented so far, e.g. the Groebner base algorithms, we make no use of this feature. However,
there are many algebraic algorithms which are only meaningful in a recursive setting. e.g. greatest common divisors
or factorization of multivariate polynomials. Although a study of this will be covered by a future publication, one
observation is, that our type system will unfortunately lead to code duplication. Consider the greatest common divisor
method gcd() with the specification

GenPolynomial<C>
gcd( GenPolynomial<C> P,

GenPolynomial<C> S ).

This method will be a driver for the recursion. i.e. it will check if the number of variables in the polynomials is one,
or if it is greater than one. In the first case, a method for the recursion base case must be called, e.g.

GenPolynomial<C>
baseGcd( GenPolynomial<C> P,

GenPolynomial<C> S ).

In the second case, the polynomials have to be converted to recursive representation and a method for the recursion
case must be called, e.g.

GenPolynomial<GenPolynomial<C>>
recursiveGcd(

GenPolynomial<GenPolynomial<C>> P,
GenPolynomial<GenPolynomial<C>> S ).

The code for baseGcd() and recursiveGcd() is practically the same, but because of the recursive type system, the
methods must have different parameter types. Further, by the type erasure problem mentioned above, they must also
have different names. Details and solutions to this problem will be covered by a future publication.

7.6. Factory pattern

The usage of the factory pattern to create objects with complex parameterization requirements is a standard
technique in object oriented programming. Surprisingly, it has already been used in the SmallTalk implementation
presented in [1]. Recently this approach was advocated again in [30,31]. But, otherwise we see this pattern seldom in
computer algebra systems. The mainly used way to create polynomials or matrices is via constructors or by coercions
from general algebraic expressions [21].
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7.7. Code reuse

With the help of generic programming we could drastically reduce the code of the earlier MAS [25] (and
of the SAC-2 [11]) libraries. MAS has three major polynomial implementations, called distributive and recursive
representation, and univariate dense representation. For each representation there are three or more implementations.
One ‘class’ for integer coefficients, one for rational number coefficients and one for modular integer coefficients. In
JAS there is only one polynomial class, which works for all implemented coefficients.

In MAS, additionally, a so called arbitrary domain polynomial implementation exists. Here, the coefficients consist
of a domain descriptor and a domain value. With the domain descriptor it was possible to select at run-time the
corresponding implementation for the domain values and provide further context information for the called ‘methods’.
13 coefficient domains have been implemented. Besides the lack of type safety, the introduction of a new coefficient
implementation required the setup of dispatching tables for all methods. The run-time selection of the implementation
added a performance penalty (in the order of about 20%). With Java we have no performance loss for the generic
coefficients and no need of recoding for coefficients available in the future.

7.8. Parallelization

JAS has been implemented with the goal of being thread-safe from the beginning. This is mainly achieved by
implementing all algebraic elements by immutable objects. This avoids any synchronization constructs for the methods
at the cost of some more object creations. We have, however, not studied the impact of this on the performance.

In [26] we had developed some utility classes for easier parallelization of the algorithms. In the mean time most
classes are no more required, since equivalent substitutions exist in java.util.concurrent. We will replace them
in future refactorings of the library.

7.9. Libraries

The advantage of (scientific) libraries is apparent. Javas [38] success is greatly influenced by the availability of
its comprehensive library of well-tested and efficient algorithms. Also languages like Perl or PHP profit greatly from
their comprehensive sets of available libraries. JAS is an attempt to provide a library for polynomial arithmetic and
applications. There are other activities in this direction, however they are not open source projects using the GPL
license.

The project JScience [14] aims to provide ‘the most comprehensive Java library for the scientific community’.
The library has a broader perspective than JAS, in that it wants to support not only mathematics, but also physics,
sociology, biology, astronomy, economics and others. There is the Orbital library [32], which provides algorithms
from (mathematical) logic, polynomial arithmetic with Groebner bases and genetic optimization. The Apache software
foundation distributes a numerical mathematical library as part of the org.apache.commons package [2]. Commons-
Math is a ‘library of lightweight, self-contained mathematics and statistics components addressing the most common
problems not available in the Java programming language’.

7.10. Java environment

In [22] we have advocated the usage of standard libraries in favor of special implementations. In earlier computer
algebra systems the creators had to implement many standard data structures by themselves. But now, we have
the situation, that many of these data structures are available in the form of well-designed and tuned libraries, like
the Java collection framework or the standard template library (STL) from C++. With this approach one can save
effort to implement well-known data structures again and again. Moreover, one profits from any improvements in the
used libraries and improvements of the Java virtual machine (JVM). This has been exemplified by the performance
improvements between JDK 1.5 and JDK 1.6 in Section 5.

8. Conclusions

We have provided a sound object oriented design and implementation of a library for algebraic computations in
Java. For the first time we have produced a type-safe library using generic type parameters. In the implementation,
type safety is only partially limited by not expressing the number of variables as separate types. The proposed
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interfaces and classes are as expressive as the category and domain constructs of Axiom or Aldor, although we have
not implemented all possible structures yet. The library provides multivariate polynomials and multiprecision base
coefficients which are used for a large collection of Groebner base algorithms. For the first time we have presented
an object oriented implementation of non-commutative solvable polynomials and many non-commutative Groebner
base algorithms. The library employs various design patterns, e.g. creational patterns (factory and abstract factory)
for algebraic element creation. For the main working structures we use the Java collection framework. The parallel
and distributed implementation of Groebner base algorithms draws heavily on the Java packages for concurrent
programming and internet working. The suitability of the design is exemplified by the successful implementation
of a large part of ‘additive ideal theory’, e.g. different Groebner base and syzygy algorithms. The performance of the
library, for polynomial multiplication, is better than the performance of general purpose computer algebra systems,
but cannot match the performance of tuned, specialized systems. With the Jython wrapper the library can also be used
interactively.

We hope that the problems with type erasure in generic interfaces could be solved in some future version of the
Java language. It would also be helpful if there were some ways to impose restrictions on constructors in interface
definitions.

In the future we will implement more of ‘multiplicative ideal theory’, i.e. multivariate polynomial greatest common
divisors and factorization.
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